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Cupcakes
Little girls will love the princess-themed
recipes in this cookbook. Creative decorations
for the perfect dessert include magic wands made
from white chocolate, crown-shaped cookies, rock
candy jewels, and much more that make cupcakes
perfect for birthday parties, sleepovers, or fun
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any day of the week! Easy instructions and a fullcolor photo for each recipe.

My First Cupcake Decorating Book
Spectacular cupcake recipes made from scratch or
with a mix Get ready for adorably decorated and
deliciously flavored cupcakes made easy! Betty
Crocker The Big Book of Cupcakes features 175
delightful cupcakes, all using new and fun
decorating ideas anyone can master and simple
ingredients available anywhere. And as a unique
feature, almost every cupcake can be made from
scratch or with a mix: You decide which method to
follow. Recipes include kids' party favorites
like Double Chocolate-Peanut Butter Cupcakes, as
well as sophisticated flavors like Mocha-Caramel
Cappuccino Cupcakes. You'll find: More than 175
cupcakes, with a tantalizing full-color
photograph of every cupcake, plus helpful how-to
photos showing easy decorating techniques A
special Kids' Party Cupcakes chapter with
decorated treats like Puffer Fish Cupcakes,
Monster Truck Cupcake Pull-Aparts and Campfire
S'Mores Cupcakes Dazzling Holiday and SpecialOccasion Cupcakes chapters including fanciful
creations like Easter Egg Baskets, Almond-Filled
White Christmas Cupcakes and Molten Caramel Apple
Cupcakes Perfect for bake sales, birthdays,
holiday parties or just an everyday treat, Betty
Crocker The Big Book of Cupcakes is one book that
really takes the cake.

Cupcakes, Cookies & Pie, Oh, My!
Shares recipes from the Primrose Bakery for
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cupcakes and frostings, with decorating ideas for
different holidays and celebrations.

Crazy about Cupcakes
When Emma's little brother Jake looks after the
neighbor's dog in preparation for getting his own
puppy, the pet goes missing and Emma and the rest
of the girls have to find it before the owner
comes home.

Gluten-Free Cupcakes
Poor Vanilla Cupcake. He’s feeling a bit drab
next to his fancy brothers and sisters. But when
his new pal, Candle, comes along with some fresh
ideas, the two hatch a plan to become the
snazziest duo ever found on a plate! With an
undeniably adorable hero and eye-catching design,
Cupcake is sure to appeal to the sweet tooth in
young readers everywhere.

What's Up, Cupcake?
The perfect cupcake for every occasion. Swirled
and sprinkled, dipped and glazed, or otherwise
fancifully decorated, cupcakes are the treats
that make everyone smile. They are the star
attraction for special days, such as birthdays,
showers, and holidays, as well as perfect
everyday goodies. In Martha Stewart’s Cupcakes,
the editors of Martha Stewart Living share 175
ideas for simple to spectacular creations–with
cakes, frostings, fillings, toppings, and
embellishments that can be mixed and matched to
produce just the right cupcake for any occasion.
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Alongside traditional favorites like yellow
buttermilk cupcakes swirled with fluffy vanilla
frosting and devil’s food cupcakes crowned with
rich, dark chocolate buttercream, there are also
sweet surprises such as peanut butter and jelly
cupcakes, dainty delights like tiny almond-cherry
tea cakes, and festive showstoppers topped with
marizpan ladybugs or candy clowns. The book
features cupcakes for everyone, every season, and
every event: Celebrations (monogram heart
cupcakes perfect for an elegant wedding);
Birthdays (starfish-on-the-beach cupcakes sure to
be a hit at children’s parties); Holidays
(gumdrop candy ghouls and goblins ideal for
Halloween revelers); and Any Day (red velvet
cupcakes with cream cheese frosting for a picnic,
or caramel-filled mini chocolate cakes for grownup gatherings). In singular Martha Stewart style,
the pages are both stunning in design–with a
photograph of each finished treat–and brimming
with helpful how-to information, from step-bystep photographs for decorating techniques to
ideas for packaging and presenting your cupcakes.
Whether for any day or special days, the treats
in Martha Stewart’s Cupcakes will delight one and
all.

Fantastic Filled Cupcakes
Unleash your naughty side and nibble on your own
devilishly delicious bites of desire. Dip into
this kinky and kitsch book for a stylish pair of
stockings, or satisfy your cravings by nibbling
on a pair of sexy knickers. Tantalize and tease
your lover and friends with this sumptuous
selection of sexy cupcakes, simply perfect for
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Valentine's Day, hen parties or a quiet night in.
Whatever turns you on, indulge yourself, because
sweet temptations never tasted so good.

Emma: Lights! Camera! Cupcakes!
Things are going great for Lexy Baker. She's
finally opened her dream bakery, gotten rid of
her cheating boyfriend and settled into her
grandmothers house with her perky dog Sprinkles
at her side. But her blissful life doesn't last
long. When her ex boyfriend is found poisoned
with cupcakes from her bakery, Lexy finds herself
in the middle of a murder investigation headed up
by her hunky neighbor detective Jack Perillo.
With the help of a gang of iPad toting, would-be
detective grandmothers, Lexy decides to take it
upon herself to find the real murderer in order
to clear her name and get her bakery back in
business. As things heat up on the murder trail,
in the kitchen and between Lexy and the hunky
detective, it's a race against time to put the
real murderer behind bars and get back to baking.
Will Lexy get her man? Includes the recipe for
Lexy's famous cupcake tops!

Cupcakes from the Cake Mix Doctor
It's official: The cupcake craze has taken the
world by storm. No longer are cupcakes solely for
children — these handheld treats now must pass
muster with taste — discriminating adults equally
ravenous for the little frosted jewels. Big Book
of Cupcakes sets a new standard with recipes for
cupcakes that actually taste as great as they
look. In addition to the traditional favorite
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flavors everyone craves, such as red velvet and
carrot cake, this book offers fun, new flavor
twists like Maple Bacon and Caramel Sea Salt
Mocha, as well as easy decorating and serving
ideas, from classic to creative. In this book,
which is organized by season and the events
readers want to celebrate with home-baked
cupcakes — from New Years to Christmas, birthdays
to "just-craving" days — author and cupcakebakery owner Jan Moon shares her secrets and most
requested recipes. Whether you're making the
perfect batch of cupcakes for a child's birthday
party or satisfying a very adult comfort-food
craving, the nostalgic treats that fill this book
are sure to delight and surprise. Plus, Jan's
creative tips on how to serve and display
cupcakes for parties are sure to be crowdpleasers. With more than 10 years of experience
honing her craft in the Test Kitchens of Southern
Living magazine, Jan Moon has embarked on a
venture of her own and opened a bakery in
Birmingham, Alabama. In addition to wedding cakes
and custom made treats, Dreamcakes Bakery
specializes in delectable cupcakes, and Jan's
unique creations keep her loyal customers coming
back for more.

Mia Fashion Plates and Cupcakes
Pete makes the best cupcakes! Join Pete the Cat
in a brand-new story and help him and his friends
find the missing cupcakes! Pete the Cat and his
friends are busy as can be baking cupcakes for a
cupcake party, and Pete can’t wait to perform
with his groovy band. But some of the cupcakes
have gone missing. Who could have taken them? In
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this latest Pete the Cat picture book adventure,
by New York Times bestselling authors James and
Kimberly Dean, Pete and the gang solve the
mystery of the missing cupcakes and learn that
it’s cool to be kind. Don't miss Pete's other
adventures, including Pete the Cat: Rocking in My
School Shoes, Pete the Cat and His Four Groovy
Buttons, Pete the Cat Saves Christmas, Pete the
Cat and His Magic Sunglasses, and Pete the Cat
and the Bedtime Blues.

It's Raining Cupcakes
I'm missing out on my life. What's wrong with me?
If that's ever crossed your mind, and if you know
there's more to life than what you've been
living, this book is for you. It sucks to
acknowledge that you are what's keeping you from
the life you want. You sacrifice what you want
most for what you want in the moment. You know
everything you're supposed to do, and yet you
feel stuck--limited by your past, overwhelmed by
your future--in a purgatory of your own behavior.
After decades of feeling trapped by this mindset,
Elizabeth Benton shifted her whole life by
proving her own stories wrong. In this book,
Elizabeth will help you live a new story, in
which you can, you will, and you already have
everything you need to make it happen.

Chasing Cupcakes
"A collection of 50 gluten-free cupcake recipes
featuring coconut flour and almond
flour"--Provided by publisher.
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Cupcakes!
Nancy is thrilled to be making cupcakes for the
bake sale! But will she remember to follow all of
Mom's directions?

Betty Crocker Christmas Cookies
A Merry and Delicious Collection of Christmas
Cookie Recipes Christmas and baking go hand in
hand. With this must-have holiday collection, the
whole family will want to help out in the
kitchen. Find all the season’s favorite cookies,
from fun and filled goodies like Gingersnap
Sandwich Cookies to inspiring decorated treats
like Snowflake Mittens and delicious drop
varieties like Chocolate Hazelnut Cookies. Plus,
a chapter on special bars and brownies provides
festive sweets that are easy to make and share,
such as Holiday Toffee Bars. Bakers of all ages
and experience will turn to Betty Crocker
Christmas Cookies throughout the entire holiday
season.

Martha Stewart's Cupcakes
Seattle's favorite cupcake bakery, Trophy
Cupcakes and Party, is adored for its
mouthwatering cupcakes and charming party favors.
It’s also the go-to place for anyone looking to
throw a phenomenal celebration, and now their
recipes and party secrets are yours in this
essential guide for every occasion--from luxe
soirées like a sparkling engagement celebration,
or an exotic Moroccan-themed bash, to crafty
kids' parties, such as a bike parade and picnic,
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or a forest fairy tea party. Inside are recipes
for Trophy's most prized flavor--red velvet!--as
well as their popular everyday flavors like
salted caramel and triple chocolate, and unique
ones such as piña colada, and a gluten-free
orange almond rose. You’ll also get the basics on
how to dream up party themes, create DIY crafts,
as well as decorating and entertaining ideas, and
insider baking and frosting tips, all from Trophy
founder Jennifer Shea.

Emma Raining Cats and Dogs . . . and
Cupcakes!
Cupcakes
Frosting is just the beginning of what you can do
with cupcakes. Learn to use cupcakes as a canvas
to create magical animals, floral fantasies, and
much more. Your friends will want to take a
picture of their captivating cupcake É before
they devour it!

Cupcakes from the Primrose Bakery
Shares different cupcake recipes, including
peanut butter cupcakes, triple-chocolate
cupcakes, and champagne wedding cupcakes.

Gluten-Free Cupcakes
Cupcakes are wonderful for afternoon tea, of
course, but these splendid and original little
cakes should be given a much bigger role than
that. Serve them as a special dessert at a chic
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dinner party (a different cupcake for each guest)
or make a loved one (adult or child) a cupcake as
a birthday cake. While the cupcakes in this book
look like little works of art, the instructions
on making them are clear and undaunting.

Babymouse 13
Cupcakes and Cashmere at Home
Budding bakers will love these 35 recipes for
making super-cute cakes! You'll learn how to make
delicious cupcakes, cookies, cake pops and more and transform them into fantastic creations. In
Cool Cupcakes, make pink piggy cupcakes, classic
butterfly cakes, pretty spotty cupcakes and more.
The next chapter, Crazy Cookies, gives you ideas
for creating ladybird cookies and pretty star
cookies, as well as for gingerbread - including
gingerbread families, animals and a village. Then
have a go at the Brilliant Brownies and Cake Pops
- from adorable penguin pops to delicious brownie
pops and cute brownie owls. Finally, take your
pick from the Novelty Cakes, where there are
super snowmen, under the sea mini cakes and honey
flake crunchies. There are basic recipes so that
you can make the cakes in any flavour you want,
and a techniques section that will teach you all
you'll need to know, such as how to pipe icing
and how to make shapes out of marzipan. All the
projects are easy to follow with adorable
artworks to guide you along the way; plus, each
one has a grade so you can start with the easiest
and then move on as your decorating skills
improve.
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Cupcake
From the bestselling Pete the Cat series, help
Pete and his friends find the missing cupcakes!
Pete the Cat and his friends are busy as can be
baking cupcakes for a party, and Pete can’t wait
to perform with his groovy band. But some of the
cupcakes have gone missing! Who could have taken
them? In this picture book adventure by New York
Times bestselling authors James and Kimberly
Dean, Pete and the gang solve the mystery of the
missing cupcakes and learn that it’s cool to be
kind. The Pete the Cat fun never stops—watch the
groovin’ video online! Don't miss Pete's other
adventures, including Pete the Cat: I Love My
White Shoes, Pete the Cat: Rocking in My School
Shoes, Pete the Cat and His Four Groovy Buttons,
Pete the Cat Saves Christmas, Pete the Cat and
His Magic Sunglasses, Pete the Cat and the
Bedtime Blues, Pete the Cat and the New Guy, Pete
the Cat and the Cool Cat Boogie, and Pete the Cat
and the Perfect Pizza Party.

Vote for Cupcakes!
A scrumptious assortment of fifty delightful
cupcake recipes, ranging from Cinnamon Sugar Puff
Cupcake to the Lemon Angel Cupcake, is
accompanied by tips and techniques for making the
perfect cupcake, basic head-start recipes,
decorating suggestions, and more. Original.
25,000 first printing.

Fancy Nancy and the Delectable Cupcakes
When her school library holds a fundraiser, the
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imaginative Babymouse is determined to sell the
most cupcakes and win the grand prize.

Kinky Cupcakes
Go cupcake crazy! With nearly 300 awesome,
mouthwatering ideas to choose from, home bakers
will find the right recipe for any occasion and
every palate. And whether they're chocolaty,
spicy, crunchy, fruity, or creamy, these
exquisitely decorated treats look as astounding
as they taste--perfect little temptations
designed to make adults nostalgic and children
happy. All the basics are lovingly explained so
anyone can whip up a beautiful batch, and there
are varieties for every day (from healthy
cupcakes to ice cream indulgences); parties big
and small; holidays ranging from Christmas to the
Fourth of July; just for kids; and fund-raisers
and bake sales. Plus, to make things easy, an
entire chart- and template-filled chapter focuses
on flavor combinations and design elements.

Presented by Southern Living Big Book of
Cupcakes
When Hollywood star Romaine Ford asks Emma to
make cupcakes for her wedding, she needs the
young baker to keep it a secret, even from the
rest of the Cupcake Club.

Cupcakes and More
Twelve year old Isabel is dying to get out of
Willow, Oregon (population 39, 257) and
experience something other than her small town.
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It seems that everyone gets to travel except
Isabel--even her best friend, Sophie. When
Isabel's mother decides to open up a cupcake shop
across town, Isabel is once again stuck in Willow
for the summer as she tries to help her mom get
the shop up and running. But when Isabel learns
of a baking contest where the finalists get an
all-expense paid trip to New York City, she
realizes this is her chance to finally get out of
Willow. Except there are two major roadblocks to
this plan: Sophie, who also is entering the
contest and is always the best at everything, and
her own mom, who wants her to enter the contest
on her terms.Can Isabel manage to finally do
something for herself, without losing her best
friend and further straining her already tenuous
relationship with her mother? In this sweet
coming-of-age story from popular teen author Lisa
Schroeder, Isabel discovers that it's not about
where you go in life as much as it is about
enjoying the view wherever you are.

Betty Crocker Big Book of Cupcakes
Playful recipes for sweet party treats and family
desserts, from the New York Times–bestselling
authors! The New York Times–bestselling authors
of Hello, Cupcake! and What’s New, Cupcake? are
back, applying their oversized imaginations not
just to cupcakes but to cookies, pies, cakes, and
other treats, with projects that are more
hilarious, more spectacular, more aweinspiring—and simpler than ever. No sweet treat
is safe from their ingenuity: refrigerator
cookies, pound cakes, pie dough, cheesecakes, bar
cookies, and Jell-O are all transformed into
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amazing and playful desserts. There’s something
for everybody in this book, and every single item
you need can be found in the neighborhood
supermarket or convenience store. This enhanced
ebook, with five stop-motion videos demonstrating
recipes from the book and links that allow you to
easily find exactly what you’re looking for, is
one of the best ways to experience this
phenomenon. Playing with your food has never been
so exciting—or so easy. Karen Tack and Alan
Richardson have appeared on TV with Martha
Stewart, Rachael Ray, and Paula Deen and have
been featured many times on NBC’s Today as well
as in America’s top magazines.

Cupcakes, Cupcakes and More Cupcakes!
The grandmaster of cake-mix baking introduces 135
taste-tempting recipes for a rich variety of
cupcakes for every occasion, all of which start
with a mix, including such treats as Coconut
Snowballs, Jelly Doughnut Cupcakes, and Kiss Me
Cakes, as well as decorating suggestions,
creative toppings, frostings, and special
occasion cupcakes. Simultaneous.

Pete the Cat and the Missing Cupcakes
Offers accessible interior-design inspiration,
entertaining ideas and DIY projects to help turn
your home into a chic and inviting space. 75,000
first printing.

Killer Cupcakes
Presents recipes for classic, artisan, and
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innovative cupcakes suited for different
occasions, lifestyles, and tastes.

Vegan Cupcakes Take Over the World
This charming cookbook will win the hearts of all
little princesses! Choose from 21 irresistible
cupcakes and colorful sweet treats perfect for
birthday parties, slumber parties, tea parties
and more. Little girls will love Fairy Tale
Cupcakes, Pink Lemonade Cupcakes and Chocolate
Sweetheart Cupcakes, all piled high with fluffy
pink frosting. Or delight them with adorable
cupcake mice, monkeys, fish or frogs--they're fun
to make and even more fun to eat! In addition to
cupcakes, you'll find recipes for enchanting
cakes and cookies. Create a Ballet Slippers cake
for your mini ballerinas, or bake up a batch of
Sparkling Magic Wands for your princesses-intraining. A beautiful photo accompanies each
recipe, along with Disney princess artwork on
every page.

Artisanal Gluten-Free Cupcakes
Cupcakes are the world’s most adorable pastry—but
until now, people with gluten sensitivities
struggling to find sweetness on a gluten-free
diet haven’t had a cupcake cookbook to call their
own. Enter gluten-free guru Elana Amsterdam, who
has re-engineered the favored treat for today’s
dietary needs. Her colorful collection showcases
classics like Red Velvet Cupcakes and Vanilla
Cupcakes and features creative concoctions like
Ice Cream Cone Cupcakes and Cream-Filled
Chocolate Cupcakes. These simple-to-make—and
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simply delicious—cupcakes rely on coconut and
almond flours rather than the sometimes difficultto-source gluten alternatives. Some of the
recipes are even vegan and dairy-free, and none
use refined sugar. With fifty cupcake recipes
plus a variety of frostings to mix and match,
Gluten-Free Cupcakes offers delightful cupcake
alternatives—as tasty as their traditional
counterparts—to anyone in need of a little
cupcake fix.

Trophy Cupcakes and Parties!
A collection of dozens of dairy-free, vegan
cupcake and frosting recipes, written by the cohosts of Post Punk Kitchen, includes such options
as Banana Split Cupcakes, Linzer Torte Cupcakes,
and Chai Latte Cupcakes. By the authors of Vegan
with a Vengeance. Original.

Better Homes & Gardens Cupcakes Book
Spectacular cupcake recipes made from scratch or
with a mix Get ready for adorably decorated and
deliciously flavored cupcakes made easy! Betty
Crocker The Big Book of Cupcakes features 175
delightful cupcakes, all using new and fun
decorating ideas anyone can master and simple
ingredients available anywhere. And as a unique
feature, almost every cupcake can be made from
scratch or with a mix: You decide which method to
follow. Recipes include kids' party favorites
like Double Chocolate-Peanut Butter Cupcakes, as
well as sophisticated flavors like Mocha-Caramel
Cappuccino Cupcakes. You'll find: More than 175
cupcakes, with a tantalizing full-color
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photograph of every cupcake, plus helpful how-to
photos showing easy decorating techniques A
special Kids' Party Cupcakes chapter with
decorated treats like Puffer Fish Cupcakes,
Monster Truck Cupcake Pull-Aparts and Campfire
S'Mores Cupcakes Dazzling Holiday and SpecialOccasion Cupcakes chapters including fanciful
creations like Easter Egg Baskets, Almond-Filled
White Christmas Cupcakes and Molten Caramel Apple
Cupcakes Perfect for bake sales, birthdays,
holiday parties or just an everyday treat, Betty
Crocker The Big Book of Cupcakes is one book that
really takes the cake.

Peace, Love and Cupcakes
The wait for an entire cookbook of gluten-free
cupcakes is over! Kelli and Peter Bronski’s
Artisanal Gluten-Free Cooking garnered a PW
starred review and airtime on The Splendid Table,
and within one year of publication has
established itself as a category-leading allpurpose gluten-free cookbook. Now the Bronskis
bring their accessible but “artisanal” approach
to these from-scratch, high-quality homemade
cupcakes. The foundation of these recipes is
their intensively developed gluten-free flour
blend, which enables home cooks to craft bakeryquality confections, from kid-pleasing favorites
like Vanilla Cupcakes with Chocolate Frosting or
“Peanut Butter Cup” Cakes, to more subtle and
surprising treats like Mojito or Poached
Pearfection cupcakes. They include tips for
adapting the recipes to alternative diets of all
kinds, including egg-, dairy-, and refined
sugar–free versions. These are cupcakes so good
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even those who don’t eat gluten-free will love
them.

Pete the Cat and the Missing Cupcakes
When Kylie starts fourth grade at a new school,
she starts a cupcake club in an effort to meet
friends.

The Betty Crocker The Big Book of Cupcakes
Cupcakes for the win! When Delaney discovers
there's been a cut to the art budget, she decides
it's time to make a change! The race for class
president is quickly approaching, and Delaney's
going to run. Her besties in Peace, Love, and
Cupcakes are ready to help however they can. But
when Delaney's demands start infringing on PLC's
ability to get out their orders-and the girls'
friendships- things start to get out of hand. The
girls aren't sure Delaney really knows what it
takes to become presidentor whether she's running
for the right reasons. As the election
approaches, will it be Delaney for president? Or
will her campaign-and the PLC-crash and burn?

Pink Princess Cupcakes
Fill Your Cupcakes to the Brim with Fabulous
Flavor! From cupcake connoisseur Camila Hurst
comes an incredible assortment of the most
decadent filled cupcakes you will ever bake.
Filling your cupcakes is the best way to take
your treats to a whole new level, and every
filling in this cookbook is perfectly paired with
each cupcake (and frosting!) to bring you
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astonishingly delicious flavor. Fulfill your
wildest, sweetest dreams with over-the-top
combinations, including: Chocolate Coconut
Macaroon Cupcakes (filled with silky Chocolate
Coconut Pastry Cream) Chocolate Marshmallow
Cookie Cupcakes (filled with scrumptious Homemade
Marshmallow) Caramel Corn Cupcakes (filled with
rich Salted Caramel Sauce) Pear Olive Oil
Cupcakes (filled with sweet homemade Pear Butter)
Brown Butter Earl Grey Cupcakes (filled with
luxurious Earl Grey Cream) Honey Rosemary Lemon
Cupcakes (filled with smooth Honey Lemon Curd)
All of these enticing flavors, fillings and more
await you in Fantastic Filled Cupcakes. With
Camila’s friendly voice and clear instructions,
you’ll soon be whipping up inspired treats that
taste as good on the inside as they look on the
outside.

American Girl Cupcakes
Unable to resist joining a new fashion club at
school, Mia struggles to balance the activities
of two clubs and clashes with rival Olivia Allen,
who wants to be a fashion leader. Simultaneous.
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